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Coaching and Junior Development report 
 
Coaching Clinic at Women’s Minor at Toukley 
I conducted a clinic for the ladies during the Minor Championship at Toukley. It was a group 
clinic for all the entrants and was received very well with lots of interest and questions during 
the hour session. 
 
Coaching Clinic at Women’s event at West’s Illawarra 
I was on hand for 3 hours during the wonderful event at Wests Illawarra and conducted some 1 
on 1 sessions as well as a group session. The ladies all had great enthusiasm to learn and ask 
questions and seek better knowledge for their game. A great event and credit to Carlie for 
managing it and making it the success it was. 
 
Coaching Induction Clinic Blacktown Workers 
I held a coaching Induction for 3 new NSW coaches at Blacktown Workers Club.  
Mark Harper 
Mal Winter 
Christopher Shaw 
I went through the entire White to Black program with the new coaches and explained each 
level and demonstrated the drills and how best to conduct themselves with their students. It 
was a very good clinic and I have more planned in near future at venues like Gosford RSL and 
Club Foster. 
It is my aim to keep expanding the number of coaches in NSW and provide more options for 
people wanting to learn to play snooker and improve if they already play. 
 
Interest in purchasing Junior Foldaway Tables 
We have looked at the option for purchasing Foldaway tables for the purpose of putting them 
into youth clubs and schools. When we can secure some places, we will order them and have 
them delivered. 
 
Introduction of SQ Handicap and Training Program 
I was involved in a Zoom chat with Wayne and Terry Griffiths and a number of other coaches in 
Australia for the purpose of learning all about the SQ Handicap and Training System that has 
been in use in the Hong Kong Sports Institute for nearly 10 years. It is a program that can 
provide a score out of 100 that will indicate your overall ability in snooker from kid’s level, 
Amateur and all the way up to Professional level. You have routines that must be attempted, 
and all results continuously show your current status and score. 
It is a fantastic tool for players and coaches and is being introduced all around the world. 
I am very keen to become a qualified SQ coach and begin to implement this program into NSW. 
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